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About The Homeworker
The magazine for a healthy mind, body and business
Reassuring, supportive, informative and inspiring: The Homeworker magazine is a fresh and
contemporary magazine for a new and growing audience. It brings a sense of calm and community
to our readers amid the busy worlds of work, family and life when they are all under one roof.
Through a combination of articles and interviews, the magazine takes a holistic view of working
from home covering mindset, wellbeing, productivity, lifestyle and the home workspace.
With its beautiful design and quality content, The Homeworker captures the zeitgeist of modern
work-life culture.
As much a lifestyle magazine as it is business and wellbeing, The Homeworker fuses the genres to
reflect the realities of today’s growing homeworking population.
Following its launch in 2019, it was
shortlisted for Launch Of The Year by The
British Society of Magazine Editors
alongside new releases by GQ and The
Week magazines.
The magazine is currently available as a
quarterly digital subscription and an annual
print edition – a high quality, complete
homeworking guide.

THE HOMEWORKER READER
The Homeworker celebrates the modern homeworker who seeks to successfully integrate the
demands of home, family, and work and achieve a healthy, happy, more productive lifestyle.
Our readers turn to The Homeworker for inspiration, information and insights to help them look after
themselves as well as their business.
Freelancers, the self-employed, flexible workers, business owners, and those aspiring to be, all find
practical tips and motivation as well as emotional support and connection.

-

“Brilliant! It's so full of practical help and ideas that cover such a wide variety of issues, really felt like it was
personally written just for me. A guide I will be referring to again and again for sure as I develop as a new
business from home.”
Susan Davis
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THE HOMEWORKER: Print editions
THE HOMEWORKER print
edition is an annual, highquality, coffee-table style
magazine.
It rounds up the best of the
year’s content into an
attractive guide, packed with
practical tips as well as
inspirational interviews, ideas
and imagery.
Available to buy online and
stocked at specialist magazine
stores in the UK and in the US,
including at major Barnes &
Noble stores.

Dedicated to helping our readers thrive
when working from home. We place
importance on wellbeing, mindset and a
healthy home work-environment.
Our articles reflect the challenges but also
the benefits of being based at home and
encourage our readers to create a
healthier, more productive lifestyle.
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Relevant & Informative
A unique perspective and blend of articles and interviews that speak directly to those who
work for themselves or need to work from home instead of the office.
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38

average age

UK:

65%

USA: 15%

Australia: 4%

70%

are parents

The Homeworker Reader
Independent, curious, creative, health-conscious

Freelancers

70%

Self-employed

Remote/flexible workers

female, ABC1

They work as: VAs, creatives, coaches, writers,

Their challenges:

designers, consultants
health and wellbeing professionals

Isolation

Motivation

Focus

S p a c e

They love:

Autonomy

More quality time with family

Flexibility
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Be a part of this exciting, unique and growing
magazine
“This is absolutely my favourite online magazine for entrepreneurs and business owners… The Homeworker
Magazine helps to shed light and fantastic advice about working from home, health and wellness, mindset,
money, and so much more that we all face, and typically, deal with alone."
Danielle Uhl

Total online reach:
Social Media reach:
Website:

20,000+ per month
100,000 impressions per month
25,000 + page views per month

The magazine is read by hundreds of subscribers and we have now opened up corporate
subscriptions and are pleased to be welcoming larger organisations as readers of the
magazine.
Brand Awareness
The magazine features interviews with homeworkers and speaks with coaches,
psychologists, authors, entrepreneurs, healthcare professionals, accountants and experts in
ergonomics, mindfulness, organisation and productivity.
Our brand awareness is growing. We’ve successfully collaborated with several brands
including NETGEAR, Posturite and MYnd Map. We interview a variety of people including
some more high-profile names such as Anna Whitehouse of Mother Pukka, and Denise
Duffield Thomas.
We’ve been featured in mainstream press including the Guardian, Telegraph, The Evening
Standard and on the BBC.

Editor Louise Goss, is regularly interviewed for podcasts and had speaking engagements
on the subject of homeworking, mental health, mindset and work-life culture. She has been
interviewed on the Jeremy Vine Show, BBC Radio 2, featured on an expert panel on Radio
4’s Money Box Live, has delivered a keynote speech at the Work From Home Show with
Future Publishing, and appeared on the KPMG podcast.
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ADVERTISING RATES
Put your brand in front of this unique and growing target market.
QUARTER
Digital

ANNUAL (4 issues)
Digital

PRINT

PRINT & Digital
(annual)

INSIDE COVER

£250

£900

£500

£1200

MAIN SECTION (ROP)

£200

£750

£400

£1000

FULL PAGE ADVERT:

ARTWORK:
Please send your artwork as jpeg or PDF, CMYK, 150dpi (300 dpi for print), 210mm x 297mm (3mm
bleed)

Our issues come out each quarter: January, April, July and October with a print edition
published in November.
All magazine advertisers get promoted with advertorials on our website as part of the
package. For sponsorship or review opportunities, please get in touch.
SPONSORED POST
For an advertorial on the website only with active links to your site: £199

DIRECTORY LISTINGS
Put your services and products in front of people looking for your help wit:h a listing in The
Homeworker Directory.
A listing will include your business name, strapline, website, contact information and social media
handle.
Annual fee for one listing to appear in four consecutive issues, one print issue, and the website: £99

PROFILE PAGE (individuals only)
The Homeworker offers individuals (freelancers, micro-businesses, sole traders) the chance to be
profiled in the magazine.
Have a one-page profile of you and your business, showcasing your skills and expertise to people
who are looking for your experience and insights. This page will be promoted on the blog and if
relevant, you’ll be included in the directory as well: £150
Other advertising opportunities such as sponsored magazine sections or pages are available on
discussion.

Contact: advertising@thehomeworker.com
@thehomeworkermag

@thehomeworkermag
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@homeworkermag

